
CYMA SYSTEMS PROCESSES AND CRYSTAL REPORTS PERFORMANCE 
The CYMA System database application is/are written to read one record at a time.  With this architecture, network 
latency drives the performance of accessing system resources or running Crystal Reports from each workstation.  
Anything that increases latency is a bad thing.   
 
Latency includes: 

• Numerous router or switch devices between the client and server 
• "Bad" network cabling or configuration 
• Using wireless networking components 
• Enabled Firewalls on the host (server) and client (workstation) 
• Group Policy Objects for System Data Path 
• System dependent issues such as hardware devices, printers, and monitor 
• Configuring Antivirus (AV) Software at server and workstation(s) 
• Pervasive database optimization 

 
CYMA Systems and Crystal Reports Viewer programs depend on Pervasive database to perform the best results in an 
environment that is not locked, blocked, scanned, or interfered. Latency is some unexpected interference that has 
caused a delay in the CMA Systems environment to update, enter, and retrieve data transactions.  Numerous switch 
devices or bad network cabling can cause packet loss and retransmission of data. CYMA Systems and Crystal Reports 
Viewer programs function best with Ethernet connection instead of wireless networks.   
 
NOTE: Seeing a performance differential between locally running some report on the server and running it remotely to a 
workstation can be common due to acquiring data across the network or locally. Listed below are possible 
configurations that can assist in speed and performance of Crystal Reports in CYMA Systems. 
 
ENABLED FIREWALLS  
The Advanced Settings for the Firewall Ports can be set have to Ports opened: 

• Firewall on the clients (to enable: new rule for incoming and outgoing) 
• Firewall on the server (to enable: new rule for incoming and outgoing) 

 
To Open (enable) Firewall Ports, create new rules for incoming and outgoing for: 

• 3351 for the transactional interface (main port used by Pervasive services) can be named: PSQL 
• 1583 for the PSQL relational interface can be named: PSQL PCC 
• 139 for TCP named pipes can be named: PSQL TCP 

 
GROUP POLICY OBJECT (GPO) 
Network paths and mapped network drives with newer versions of CYMA Systems can be the same provided 
permissions allow the End User the best access to enter or retrieve data transactions. Each CYMA Systems computer 
uses a system data path to locate the main CYMA System installed in the network. Normal mapping of system data path 
tends to work successfully. If the network is using GPO settings then the system data path access should be consistent. 
There is a difference with Windows 10 compared to earlier versions of Windows operating systems. 
 
Windows 10 computers can get File Locking due to how GPO settings are done in the network. If the network is using 
GPO for mapped network drives to reconnect then review the following information: 

• Windows 10 has known issue for GPO Mapped Network Drives set to “Replace” instead of “Create”. 
Note: Windows 10 behind the processes remaps network drives about every 4 hours. The GPO needs to have proper 
setting to allow the file or folder permissions to be the correct. 

 
CYMA SYSTEMS CRYSTAL REPORTS 
Crystal Reports speed and performance depends on the computer's operating system resources and ability to acquire 
data for output results. NIC's, cabling, AV, routers, switches, workstation memory can all impact can all impact Crystal 
Reports processing.  The type of report and tables being used also have an impact. The list below can help locate areas 
of improvement to help speed and process for Crystal Reports at the Workstation. 



 
SYSTEM DEPENDENT ISSUES 

• CPU - The faster the CPU, the faster the reports will process. Most reports should be run on newer computer 
processors or faster machine. 

• RAM - Crystal Reports begins to store the records it reads in memory as soon as report generation begins. 
Because Crystal uses the operating system’s memory management, swap files that are created will usually 
use available RAM first. When RAM is full, the swap file information is saved to the hard drive. Information 
stored in RAM is always retrieved at a faster rate than information stored on a hard drive.  

• HD - When RAM has been filled, Windows will use your Hard Drive for the swap file that your report will 
require. Because hard drive access is so much slower than RAM access, you will find that large reports that 
create large swap files will take a long time to group/sort and process. Solid State Drives work better. 
 

Note: Remember, that the MINIMUM required swap file size will be equivalent to the number of bytes being read from 
your database records. Solid State Drives do better work during processing data. 
 
UPDATED PRINTER DRIVER 
Printer drivers properly installed will ensure the Crystal Reports jobs will preview and print correctly. 
 
AMEND SYSTEM MONITOR SETTINGS 
Under Default settings in the System Monitor, accessed using the Actions>Configuration menu, there are three settings. 
Recommendation is 30000 for Normal, 1500 for Priority and 90000 for Duration. These settings allow the best balance of 
performance. Windows Updates can update video drivers which may not be necessary and can be rolled back to 
enhance performance. 
 
CONFIGURE VIRUS SCANNING 
Ensure that virus scanning on the server is configured to exclude the server and reports directory and the CYMA Systems 
directory. When reports are executed, data is accessed in directories and the virus scanner can have an impact on 
performance. 
 
DEFRAGMENTATION DATA FILES 
CYMA Systems has System Utilities that help with reindexing and defragmenting of specific data files. The Pack and 
Reindex Files process and Recalculate Balances for each module will allow the system to have the best data integrity 
possible to allow Crystal Reports to acquire best data results. 
 
PERVASIVE DATABASE OPTIMIZATION 
The Pervasive Database engine settings can allow Cache Engine to be enabled with administrative rights. Cache Engine 
can help to perform efficient Pervasive reads and writes records in connected sessions. 


